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Xi'an Jiaotong University, Xi'an, P.R. Chin
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Abstract 
This paper has introduced the measurement an
d analysis of all space curved 
surface errors of screw machinery (including single sc
rew and twin screw ) and 
the setting of functional spacefigure, thus optimizing the des
ign parameters and 
forecasting the performance index. 
The measuring method designed is an ingeniou
s combination of the mechanism 
and grid with microcomputer technique, and 
the measurement results of the cor-
responding framework joints of ~pace curved surface have 
been described in this 
paper. The optimum design has been obtained
 by theoretic derivation and experi-
ment. The machinery has good efficiency and
 has yielded remarkable economic be-
nefits. 
Introduction 
In rotary machinery, the rotor and gate roto
r of a single serew compres-
sor and the rotor pairs of a twin-screw co
mpressor are conjugate parts. By 
the engagement of curved surfaces of these p
arts, elementary capacity is en-
larged or reduced. The surfaces also support
 gas pressure, and the space between 
the curved-surfaces is sprayed with lubricat
ion oil. Finally, the pattern and 
place of the discharge vent are related w
ith the concrete curved surfaces. 
Therefore, the engaging tolerance in si
ngle screw and twin-sc~ew compressors , 
which have been discussed in this paper, is 
essential to the performance index 
of these machines. 
This paper has given measuring methods of en
gaging tolerapce ( on single 
screw and twin-screw compressors), which were not acc
omplished by predecessors, 
such as the analysis of errors, the proces
s of processing the errors with a 
micro-computer, and final influence on perfo
rmance index. 
Measurement and Analysis for Engagement 
Error of Twin-Screw Compressor Rotor Pair
s 
we have experimented on a screw refrigerator
, the nominal diameter of 
which is 200 mm. When the average engaging
 tolerance is reduced from 0.1 mm 
to 0.07 mm, the volume efficiency increases
 3%, and the adiabatic efficiency 
increases 0-5% or so ; With an ammonia refrige
rator whose nominal diameter 
is 160 mm, when the average engaging tolera
nce is reduced from 0.07 mm to 
0.04 mm, volumetric efficiency increases 4-5% under
 nominal working conditions. 
Figure 1 gives the error curves of the scre
w rotor ( 200 mm in nominal 
diameter ) meaeured with two methods in a factory of o
ur countrY· One uses 
magneto-railing techni(!ues, and the other uses " Dyn
amic Gonjugators-engaging 
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Measuring Device " which we have made by ourselves. The figure shows that the 
results got with these two methode correspond basically. 
Why do the four teeth of the same positive rotor have such different screw-
curve errors ? A clear answer has been got by measuring the tolerance of drive 
chain of the machine. 
Fig. 2 gives the arranged picture of magnetic-railing measuring elements, 
which has been applied in measuring transmission-chain errors of a typical mil-
ler of our country. In Fig. 2, magnetic-disc 1 and 2 show the errors of gra-
duated worm-gear pairs, Magnetic-disc 3 and magneto-scale make transmission er-
ror of leading screw-nut known, and magnetic-disc 2 and 3 reflect total errors. 
As Fig. 3 shows, the error of graduated worm-gear pairs is considerable in 
total errors. Fig 4(a) shows the greatest graduation errors when the four 
teeth are in the initial position, while the errors are the smallest when the 
four teeth are in the position shown in Fig.4(b) ( £:,graduated ~0.707 .6.Fr ). 
The Principle and Method for Measuring -Gate Rotor 
and Rotor Errors in Single Screw Compressors 
The fundamentals of measuring engaging tolerance of single screw-rotor 
pairs is introduced as follows. Fig. 5 shows the arrangement of mag-
netic measuring elements. The results obtained a:re shown in Fig. 6 As is 
shown in Fig. 6, eccentricity results in 6 1 , 6 2 is tooth fOrm errors, and63 
results from vibration. Fig.6(a) shows the total error, Fig.6(b) is gate rotor 
error (got from point measure through curve-fitting) and Fig.6(c) is the rotor 
error. 
Realization of Error Modification and On-line Control 
in the Measurement by use of a Microcomputer 
To show the total error state of a couple of rotors, ck x c1 times mea-
surements are to be made. By using a mioro~computer, only m ( when m > n 
or n (when n 7 m ) times are required, so the calculating time is greatly 
saved. 
As the surfaces of the rotors are curved ones and the sphere is not a 
Partical, the measurement must be modified. The calculation frame figure is 
Fig. 7- In this fi((Ure, t~ is the end surface parameter of contact point 
of sphere with the female sample plate, (and t" . with the male one ). Using 
the i te:cation method, t, and -c, , the parameter of contact point of the 
sphere with the rotor can be calculated. Taking t>o as the ;<im function, t; 
the beginning value, calculation is carried on until lt2 - t 20 l~~. then the 
value t'z of the last cycle is the end surface parameter of the contact point 
of the sample plate curve. 
In the process of measurement, the mod1fication is on line. As the sig-
nal is stagnant, it must be forecast. This is solved by the computer control 
system on line. The control frame figure is shown as Fig. B. 
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m control variable 
n 
external disturbance 
On output or response of the system 
Gp (B) --- dynamic or statio characteristic of 
the controlled processing Hc(B) 
Gc(B) --- control algorithm 




---algorithm of the feedback 
controller 
The steps for the computer to reali~e the processing control are a
s fol-
lowe: 
1) Sampling: At the required moment, the computer samples the output of 
the measurement processing. 
2) Calculating ; To calculate the error e n rn -en. and the control 
~ariable ffin according to the control algorithm and error en •
 
3) Controlling : To output the control variable mn to the controlled part 
so as to control the processing. 
The composition of the control system modifying all kinds o
f errors to the 
measurement process is shown in Fig.9. The control p
erformance of the syetem 
above ie perfect and control algorithm ie easy to modify. 
By using time- eh~ 
the control of the multiloop can be realized , so as to imp
rove the accuracy of 
the measurement and get good results. 
The applications of a microcomputer in this paper are ae fo
llows: the fre-
quent manual analysis and flyback calculation of lead error
, the average engage-
ment gap, the leakage area, the maximum engagement gap, the
 minimum engagement 
gap and its address, the engagement accuracy ( the maximum change value o
f en-
gagement gap ), graduation error, graduation accumulat~on error, point ar
range-
ment measurement of molded line, and the optimum engagemen
t of a couple of 
rotors. The drawing of figures on CRT is realized and resu
lts are obtained both 
qualitatively and quantitat~vely. 
Frequency analysis in frequency domain and time domain is d
one with magne-
tic tape recorder and real time analysis meter. 
Error modification includes the modification of 
the system errors of 
every part of the installation, such as the installation 
error of the sample 
plate and oorresponding engagement point, the modificatio
n of the error when 
the sphere is not a particle, and the modification of the le
ad error and gra-
duation e~ror, etc. Conclusions 
Volume efficiency is an important index for judging the performance of 
screw compressors. It also shows gas leakage throught enga
ging clearance and the 
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leakage results in the change of gas mass in elementary capacity. Thus, the 
compression process is a mass-changing process. The following gives a mathema-
tical discription when leakage, spray and heat transfer are considered. 





dt · + ~ ( Tg - Tt ) 
dm dm dm (~-~- ") dt dt dt g or l 
For an ideal gas, it can be simplified as 
(k-l)Tg ( dmz-hg dm 
m w dt + ~) + g 1 
aV(T - T, 
The verified test is shown above. 
PZ+l-p 
m c gv 
dmZ+l ,l 
dt 
When engaging clearance is magnified, outer leakage increases and volume 
efficiency decreases. Especially, under cryogenic working conditions, the mag-
nification of engaging clearance of refrigerators results in the decrease of 
inter-discharge pressure and enlarges the loss of iso-volurnetrlo compression 
process, and o,lso results in furthe;o reduction of idiabatic efficiency. There-
fore, how machining-level of screw rotors is developed is one of the essential 
ways to improve performaqce and this can be guaranteed by the measurement and 
verification device. 
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